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Necessary and sufficient symmetries in Event-Chain Monte Carlo
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CNRS, Université Clermont-Auvergne, Aubière, France.

Event-Chain Monte Carlo methods generate continuous-time and non-reversible Markov processes
which often display important accelerations compared to their reversible counterparts. However their
generalization to any system may appear less straightforward. In this work, we build on the recent
analytical characterization of such methods as generating Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes
(PDMP) to clearly decipher the necessary symmetries the PDMP must obey from the sufficient ones
which may prove to be too restrictive in a general setting. Thus, we derive a necessary rotational
invariance of the probability flows and the minimum event rate, which identifies with the corre-
sponding infinitesimal rejection rate. Such conditions always yield a correct ECMC scheme. We
then generalize such results to the case of more general deterministic flows than the translational
ones. In particular, we define two classes of interest of general flows, the ideal and uniform-ideal

ones, which respectively suppresses or reduces the event rates. From there, we implement a com-
plete non-reversible sampling of a systems of hard dimers, thanks to the introduction of rotational
flows, which are uniform-ideal and shows a speed-up of up to ∼ 3 compared to the state-of-the-art
ECMC/Metropolis hybrid scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of the seminal Metropolis algo-
rithm [1] first applied to hard-sphere systems, Markov-
chain Monte Carlo methods have become an ubiquitous
tool in computational physics [2]. They produce numeri-
cal evaluation of high-dimensional integrals, often arising
from a stochastic description linked to a Boltzmann prob-
ability distribution, by a discrete sum over random con-
figuration samples. Such samples are outputted along a
Markov process which explores the system configuration
space while leaving the target Boltzmann distribution in-
variant. The quality of such numerical approximation is
directly linked to the capacity of the Markov process to
produce a sequence of samples as uncorrelated as pos-
sible [3]. The Metropolis algorithm generates reversible
Markov processes, which rely on rejections to target the
correct invariant distribution. It then typically displays a
diffusive dynamics, most often leading to expensive cor-
relation times [4]. This situation can be further worsened
in presence of critical slowing down phenomena at phase
transitions [5], where the correlation length diverges and
spans the full system. Therefore, in order to alleviate
finite-size effects, a large community effort is devoted to
the developments of MCMC methods which exhibit bet-
ter performance and scalability with system sizes.
While the efficient clusters methods [6, 7] have been

derived for lattice spin systems thanks to the spin-flip
symmetry they present, the lack of a natural involu-
tion in continuous particle systems has motivated the
development of non-reversible MCMC methods, known
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as Event-Chain Monte Carlo (ECMC) [8, 9]. ECMC
generates persistent moves, where singles particles are
sequentially updated along ballistic trajectories forming
up a chain whose sequence is controlled by some jump
process, the events, reacting to the energy changes along
the deterministic flow by resampling its parameters by
some Markov kernel. The scheme then is rejection-free
and relies on a control by the events of the ballistic explo-
ration to ensure the correct invariant distribution. The
observed accelerations have motivated the applications of
such methods to a large variety of systems, as polymers
[10] or continuous spins [11, 12]. It led to further gen-
eralization, mainly revolving around the exploitation of
more global symmetries at the events, in order to main-
tain the necessary control on the ballistic exploration,
while avoiding backtracking as much as possible. Thus,
starting with the initial pairwise symmetry [9], events can
now exploit translational [13] and rotational [14] symme-
try or even the addition of some artificial kinetic energy
[15].

While improving the control of the ballistic flow at the
events has been under much focus, the development of
different ballistic flows other than the standard transla-
tional updates has received smaller attention, see for ex-
ample [16, 17]. Indeed, more involved flow schemes may
lead to an increased difficulty in computing the event
time in complex systems. However, the potential accel-
erations could counterbalance this effect. More impor-
tantly, any ECMC application to anisotropic particles,
as dimers or more generally molecules, requires the in-
troduction of sequences of rotations, in order to ther-
malize all degrees of freedom. Because of the lack of
rotational-flow schemes, ECMC has thus up to now only
been applied to tethered-type [13, 18] or elastic [13] inter-
actions in anisotropic particles, so that translations can
still thermalize the systems, or has been coupled to some
Metropolis scheme to generate rotational moves [19]. In
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addition to simulating all anisotropic models, devising
non-reversible general flows may further lead to accel-
erations, as [19] observes that the more anisotropic the
particles in a system are, the more important the ob-
served accelerations is when introducing non reversibil-
ity. Finally, the design of generalized flows more gener-
ally raises the question around the understanding of the
necessary fundamental conditions in ECMC versus the
convenient sufficient choices, which is reminiscent of the
global balance vs detailed balance question.

In this work, we directly address this question, which
allows us to explicitly generalize the ECMC methods
to more general ballistic flows. To do so, we build on
the characterization of ECMC as Piecewise determinis-
tic Markov processes (PDMP) [20] to decipher precisely
the necessary conditions from the sufficient choices. We
do so first for the standard case of translational flows
and we establish the necessary rotational invariance of
the probability flows in the general case of local events
and the fundamental minimum event rate, which comes
down to the corresponding infinitesimal Metropolis re-
jection rate. This reveals that one of the state-of-the-
art ECMC schemes, known as the Forward variant or
more precisely the direct event kernel [14], actually does
not require any further restrictive conditions to be im-
plemented, as was previously assumed. We then con-
sider the case of general flows, where we generalize the
necessary conditions of rotational invariance and mini-
mum event rate. It then leads us to define ideal and
uniform-ideal flows, which respectively suppress the min-
imum event rate in general or only for uniform stationary
distributions. We then find that the Markov kernels used
in the translational case can be directly adapted to any
generalized flow. While ideal flows may be out of reach
in terms of algorithmic implementations, uniform-ideal

flows can however be more easily implemented, as they
include for instance the translational or rotational flows.
We then design and numerically benchmark such rota-
tional flows in both isotropic and anisotropic systems,
i.e. bidimensional systems of hard spheres, fundamen-
tal MCMC testbeds, and of hard dimers. In hard-disk
systems, it appears that rotational flows retain good ir-
reducibility property independently of the refreshment
rate. In hard-dimer systems, the symmetry of the dimers
itself interestingly imposes strong conditions on the pos-
sible deterministic flows. Introducing completely non-
reversible rotations leads at the considered system size
of 32 to a speed-up factor of up to 3 in the densest con-
sidered density (ρ = 0.7) compared to the state-of-the-art
ECMC scheme [19].

We start by introducing in Section II the sampling of
particle systems by a standard Metropolis algorithm. We
then study in depth in Section III the ECMC method
with standard translational flow, and such directly in a
PDMP framework which allows to derive the necessary
requirements as rotational invariance of the probability
flows or the minimum event rate. We also illustrate the
standard translational ECMC on isotropic particle sys-

tems. We then present in Section IV how to generalize
such study to more general deterministic flows and dis-
cuss the design of rotational flows for hard disks and for
anisotropic bidimensional dimers. Finally, we study the
impact of the flow nature on the numerical performances
in a system of bidimensional hard spheres and dimers in
Section VI.

II. METROPOLIS SAMPLING FOR PARTICLE

SYSTEMS

We consider a system composed ofN isotropic particles
in a d-dimensional periodic box of length L. A system
configuration x ∈ S = (R/(LZ))dN is entirely described
by all the particle positions xi, i.e. x = (xi)1≤i≤N . We
introduce the notation x\i = ((xj)j<i, (xj)j>i for the
configuration of all particle positions but the i-th one.
The particles all interact in a repulsive pairwise manner
following the potential,

U(x) =
∑

i<j

u(r(xi,xj)), (1)

with r the periodic distance on the torus. Furthermore,
the system may only admit a subset Ω ⊂ S of valid con-
figurations, as is the case when dealing with particles
with hard cores of diameter σ that cannot overlap.
Noting β the inverse temperature, the system steady

state then follows the Boltzmann measure,

π(x) ∝ 1Ω(x) exp(−βU(x)), (2)

which we extend by continuity on ∂Ω. In the following,
we will set β = 1 without loss of generality. A typi-
cal Metropolis algorithm sampling from π consists in a
proposal distribution q, verifying

∫

S q(x′|x)dx′ = 1 and
commonly chosen to be a uniform increment of the posi-
tion xi of a random single sphere i in x, i.e.

q(x′|x) =
1

Nhd

N∑

i=1

1x\i
(x′

\i)1C1

(
xi − x′

i

h

)

(3)

with h ∈]0, 1] some step amplitude and C1 the centered
unit hypercube of Rd and, in an acceptance rate,

a(x′|x) = min

(

1,
π(x′)

π(x)

)

. (4)

The Markov chain generated by this Metropolis algo-
rithm then follows the following kernel,

K(x,x′) =q(x′|x)a(x′|x)

+
(

1−

∫

y∈S
q(y|x)a(y|x)dy

)

1{x}(x
′),

(5)

which leaves π invariant, as it satisfies the detailed bal-
ance,

π(dx′)K(x′, dx) = π(dx)K(x, dx′). (6)
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It is however the global balance,
∫

x
′∈S
π(dx′)K(x′, dx) =

∫

x
′∈S
π(dx)K(x, dx′), (7)

which is the necessary condition for the invariance of
π. Different methods have then been developed in or-
der to gain efficiency by generating non-reversible pro-
cesses which only obeys (7), in particular the Event-
Chain Monte Carlo (ECMC) method [8, 9]. However,
the generalization of such methods to any systems, for in-
stance to the sampling of anisotropic particles requiring
rotations, is not straightforward, whereas the Metropolis
algorithm can be adapted quite easily by considering the
correct potential U and by proposing steps that ensure ir-
reducibility, as adding rotations for anisotropic particles.
Aiming at devising such flow generalization for ECMC,
we first present in the next section the standard ECMC
method based on translations through their analytical
characterization [20], which makes possible to precisely
separate the necessary symmetries from the imposed suf-
ficient ones, similarly to the difference between global
and detailed balances. From there, we discuss how to
introduce generalized flows and especially explain how to
generate rotations.

III. EVENT-CHAIN MONTE CARLO WITH

TRANSLATIONAL FLOW

Contrary to the reversible and discrete-time Metropo-
lis scheme, Event-Chain Monte Carlo (ECMC) [9] gen-
erates a continuous-time and non-reversible Markov pro-
cess. Considered as the infinitesimal limit of a discrete-
time scheme, it then breaks detailed balance while still
satisfying the global one. To do so, a lifting variable
v ∈ V following some chosen distribution µ is introduced
so that the state space S is extended to S × V and the
extended state (x,v) now follows the product measure
π⊗µ. The generated non-reversible process is then com-
posed of ballistic updates of x set by v, which is updated
by a Markov kernel at domain boundaries (e.g. when two
hard cores collides in a particle system) or at the events
of a Poisson process whose rate depends on the infinites-
imal potential U increment. Thus, in particle systems,
the generated process commonly comes down to updat-
ing a sphere position along some direction, until an event
stemming from a pairwise interaction or hardcore colli-
sion with another sphere arises and this latter sphere is
then the one being updated, in a billiard-like fashion as
can be seen on Fig. 1. Then, on the extended state space
S × V , the former rejections in a Metropolis-scheme set-
ting are now transformed into an update of v, making
the scheme rejection-free.
ECMC was initially built and justified through the in-

finitesimal limit of a discrete-time lifted Markov chain
[9]. The process (xt,vt) however identifies with a Piece-
wise deterministic Markov process [21, 22], which allows
for a direct and efficient formalization directly at the

continuous-space and -time level through its infinitesi-
mal generator and boundary conditions. In particular,
the invariance condition is straightforward. Following
the PDMP characterization of ECMC detailed in [20],
we first explicit in terms of PDMP the ECMC process
in a general setting. We then precisely characterize the
necessary symmetries stemming from the invariance and
the more restrictive but explicit possible sufficient sym-
metries. We finally illustrate it on the example of particle
systems.

A. PDMP characterization

Generator and boundary kernel. First, the gen-
erated process is characterized in the bulk, i.e. for
(x,v) ∈ Ω × V , by its generator A, coding for the in-
finitesimal changes through the process on any observ-
able f (i.e. Af = limt→0

1
tEx,v[f(x(t),v(t))− f(x,v)]).

In a general setting, the generator of the ECMC process,
writes itself,

A = 〈φ((x,v)),∇〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Transport

+λ(x,v)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rate

(
Q((x,v), ·)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

jump

−Id
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Events

, (8)

where the deterministic flow φ is such that (ẋ(t), v̇(t)) =
φ(x(t),v(t)) =

(
φx(x(t),v(t)),φv(x(t),v(t))

)
during

the ballistic phase. The rate λ(x,v) rules the event times,
at which the flow is controlled through the update of lift-
ing variable v by the Markov kernel Q to another state
v′ ∈ V . First, we consider the common case where the
flow φ(x,v)=φT (x,v)=(φx(v), 0) identifies with a ho-
mogeneous translation of x uniquely set by a fixed v.
We discuss the impact of more general transports on the
invariance conditions in the next section.

In presence of hard validity constraints on Ω, as
hardcore interactions, the ECMC characterization is
complete once added a boundary Markov kernel Qb,
which updates a state (x,v) ∈ ∂Ω×V that is exiting the
bulk (〈n(x),φx(v)〉 > 0, n(x) being the local normal
on the boundary, such states form up the set Γ+) to an
entering one (〈n(x),φx(v

′)〉 < 0, forming up the set Γ−).

Refreshment and irreducibility. Irreducibility may
require the introduction of a refreshment mechanism,
which updates the lifting variable v according to its
invariant distribution. This refreshment can be in-
troduced at an exponential homogeneous rate, then
appearing directly in the generator, or as a variety
of different schemes, including the commonly used
fixed-time refreshment, as allowed by a formalization
of the refreshment as a boundary effect [20]. As the
refreshment term self-cancels in the invariance computa-
tion, we omit it in the following.
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FIG. 1. Representation of a generalized flow in an event-chain sampling of hard spheres (left) and of different explicit uniform-
ideal flows for spheres (middle), namely translations and rotations, and for dimers (right), namely bisector rotations and
their hybrid variant combined with translations, Both the deterministic straight kernel and the stochastic direct kernel are
illustrated.

Outputting samples. As the generated process is
continuous-time, observables of interest must be inte-
grated along the full trajectory (xt,vt) or averaged over
an unbiased collection of samples (xτn ,vτ,n)τn from the
full trajectory. As the refreshment process, τn can follow
an exponential law or identify with some fixed value.
In particular, if the vectors φx(v) are of same norm, it
is equivalent to output samples after a fixed length has
been traveled over, which is the method used in most
works. If φx(v) can vary in norm, one should be careful
to output samples at a fixed time or at a fixed length
but renormalized by the norm of φx(v).

B. Necessary and sufficient symmetries for

invariance

Invariance. The PDMP framework allows for a direct
derivation of the invariance of the target π distribution,

∫

Ω×V
Af(x,v)dπ(x)dµ(v) = 0, (9)

for test functions f satisfying the boundary condition for
(x,v′) ∈ Γ−,

∫

V
1Γ+((x,v))Qb((x,v), dv

′)f(x,v)dµ(v) = f(x,v′).

An integration by parts on the transport term shows the
necessary compensation between the transport term and
the event one, giving in the fixed translation case,

(
〈φx(v),∇ ln π(x)〉+ λ(x,v)

)
µ(v)

=

∫

V
λ(x,v′)Q((x,v′),v)dµ(v′),

(10)

and the transport cancellation by the boundary kernel at

the boundary, for (x,v) ∈ ∂Ω× V ,

〈φx(v), n(x)〉−µ(v)

=

∫

V
Qb((x,v

′),v)〈φx(v
′), n(x)〉+dµ(v

′).
(11)

Similar to the global balance for discrete-time Markov
chains, both conditions (10) and (11) are the only
necessary and sufficient ones to ensure the correct
invariance. As the firstly derived discrete-time MCMC
schemes were detailed-balanced and obeyed stricter
sufficient conditions, the invariance conditions in actual
MCMC schemes based on PDMP actually satisfy more
restrictive conditions. We now more precisely derive the
necessary conditions stemming from (10) and (11).

Necessary symmetries. First, a direct necessary con-
dition on the choice of µ and φ is the one of the conserva-
tion of the probability flows, obtained by an integration
over v in (10) or (11),

{ ∫

V〈φx(v),∇ ln π(x)〉dµ(v) = 0
∫

V〈φx(v), n(x)〉dµ(v) = 0
, (12)

i.e.,







∫

V〈φx(v),∇ lnπ(x)〉+dµ(v)

=
∫

V〈φx(v),∇ lnπ(x)〉−dµ(v)
∫

V〈φx(v), n(x)〉+dµ(v)

=
∫

V〈φx(v), n(x)〉−dµ(v)

, (13)

Thus, the distribution and the flow set by the lifting vari-
able v must ensure that there is a balance between prob-
ability flows increasing or decreasing along −∇ lnπ, i.e.
the gradient of potential U , or along n(x) on the bound-
ary. This necessary flow symmetry (13) underlines that,
when the time reversibility is broken, it is replaced by
another key symmetry ensured by φ and µ and whose
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origin is deeply rooted in the conservation of probability
flow itself.
Furthermore, such symmetry plays a central role in

the transport-event compensation. First, as the right-
hand term of (10) is positive, the rate λ must obey the
following condition for all (x,v) ∈ Ω× V ,

λ(x,v) + 〈φx(v),∇ lnπ(x)〉 ≥ 0, (14)

so that the choice realizing the smallest event rate possi-
ble is,

λM (x,v) = 〈φx(v),−∇ ln π(x)〉+. (15)

It corresponds to the rejection rate of the equivalent in-
finitesimal lifted Metropolis scheme. When constructing
ECMC as such infinitesimal limit, this choice seems natu-
ral [9] but (14) further shows that it is indeed the minimal
possible rate.
Considering now the conditions on the event Markov

kernel Q, we obtain by setting λ to λM in (10),

〈φx(v),−∇ ln π(x)〉−µ(v)=
∫

V
dv′µ(v′)〈φx(v

′),−∇ lnπ(x)〉+Q((x,v′),v).
(16)

Thus, the kernel Q can be set to any kernel
which leave invariant, up to a flip, the distribution
〈φx(v),−∇ ln π(x)〉+µ(dv). A valid explicit choice then
is the direct sampling,

QDir((x,v
′), dv) =

〈φx(v),−∇ ln π(x)〉−µ(dv)
∫
〈φx(v),−∇ ln π(x)〉+µ(dv)

, (17)

which correctly sums up to 1 thanks to the necessary
flow symmetry (13) and does not depend on the norm
of the local gradient ∇ lnπ(x). Such kernel can be un-
derstood as a direct pick from the event distribution
(〈φx(v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉+µ(dv)) combined with some flip.
Such derivation is similar regarding the boundary con-
dition (11) and Qb can be chosen as Q once updated the
reference vector from−∇ lnπ(x) to n(x,v).
This type of kernel was already introduced in the

Forward event-chain generalization [14] by explicitly
assuming that φx(v)µ(v) is rotationally-invariant in
order to derive (13). As the symmetry of probability
flows around the gradient (13) actually is as necessary
as the conservation condition itself, we show here that
such direct sampling is always possible without further
assumption. However, the advantage of imposing a
rotationally-invariant property lies in an easier and
general implementation of the kernel (17), as the depen-
dence on x only impacts the decomposition of v into a
parallel component along ∇ lnπ(x), and an orthogonal
one, whose values can be resampled independently from
x. More generally, restricting µ to some choice allowing
to easily define the flip mentioned earlier allows some
explicit construction we now address.

Sufficient symmetries. The need to derive explicit
and general choices for λ, Q and Qb has indeed led to the
development of schemes satisfying stricter sufficient con-
ditions but allowing easier numerical implementation, as
the choice of the detailed balance has historically allowed
for discrete-time Markov chains. Actually, the choice of
imposing a product measure π ⊗ µ is already a stricter
choice than the necessary condition that π is the marginal
of the extended measure, but it definitely simplifies the
task of designing a correct scheme. We now discuss the
most commonly used schemes.
First, we more generally decompose λ as,

λ(x,v) = α(x,v) + 〈φx(v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉+,

with α(x,v) ≥ 0 some excess rate. The condition (10) is
now decomposed as,

〈φx(v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉−µ(v)=
∫

V
dv′µ(v′)〈φx(v

′),−∇ lnπ(x)〉+Qφ((x,v
′),v),

(18)

and,

α(x,v)µ(v)=

∫

V
dv′µ(v′)α(x,v′)Qα((x,v

′),v) (19)

with the Markov kernels Qφ and Qα so that,

Q((x,v′),v)=
〈φx(v

′),−∇ lnπ(x)〉+
λ(x,v′)

Qφ((x,v
′),v)

+
α(x,v′)

λ(x,v′)
Qα((x,v

′),v).

(20)
The kernel Qφ can be set to any kernel obeying (16),
as QDir (17). The Markov kernel Qα, stemming from
the unnecessary excess rate α, can be any kernel which
leaves α(x,v)µ(v) invariant, as a direct or Metropolis-
like sampling following α(x,v)µ(v). Common choices for
α are motivated by an easier computation of the event
times, e.g. by the thinning of the actual minimal rate,
Qα((x,v), dv

′) then identifying with δ(v − v′)dv′ (no
real event is actually sampled), or by the factorization of
the minimal rate along the components of the gradient
−∇ lnπ, e.g. along interaction terms, which may allow
for some inversion sampling of the event times.
Interestingly, in the case of factorized rates, writing,

α(x,v)=
∑

i

〈fi(x,v)〉+−
〈∑

i

fi(x,v)
〉

+

=
∑

i

〈fi(x,v)〉−−
〈∑

i

fi(x,v)
〉

−,

with {fi} the factors so that

∑

i

fi(x,v)=〈φx(v
′),−∇ lnπ(x)〉,
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we obtain by setting Qφ and Qα to the same kernelQFact,
as usually done, the condition,

∑

i

〈fi(x,v)〉−µ(v)=

∫

V
dv′µ(v′)

∑

i

〈fi(x,v
′)〉+QFact((x,v

′),v),
(21)

which necessarily requires the factorized symmetry for
flow conservation,

∑

i

∫

V
µ(dv)〈fi(x,v)〉−=

∑

i

∫

V
µ(dv)〈fi(x,v)〉+, (22)

which comes down to (13), so that it is always possible
to set QFact to the direct variant

QGlob
Fact,Dir((x,v

′), dv) =

∑

i〈fi(x,v)〉−µ(dv)∫ ∑

i〈fi(x,v)〉+µ(dv)
. (23)

However, it may prove interesting to consider φ and µ so
that the condition (22) is achieved in a more restrictive
manner thanks to some detailed symmetry, as,

∀i,

∫

V
µ(dv)〈fi(x,v)〉−=

∫

V
µ(dv)〈fi(x,v)〉+. (24)

This symmetry allows to treat every factor independently
and to consider the following kernel,

QDet
Fact,Dir((x,v

′), dv)=

∑

i〈fi(x,v)〉+µ(dv)Qi
∑

i

∫
〈fi(x,v)〉+µ(dv)

with, Qi((x,v
′), dv) =

〈fi(x,v)〉−µ(dv)
∫
〈fi(x,v)〉+µ(dv)

.

(25)

Drawing on the lines of more restrictive and detailed sym-
metry for the flow conservation as in (24) and of a par-
ticular role played by some flip, most explicit schemes,
apart the direct kernel, are building on some flip map-
ping Fx : V → V present in flow φ and µ, as,

{

〈φx(v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉=−〈φx(Fx(v)),−∇ ln π(x)〉

µ(v) = µ(F−1
x (v))

.

(26)
Such symmetry is sufficient to meet the flow conserva-
tion condition (12) in a detailed manner. To get such
mapping, µ is typically chosen uniform or Gaussian so
that φx(v) is rotationally invariant and Fx typically
codes at the level of φx(v) for a full flip, a reflection
across the potential gradient −∇ lnπ or some other
particular symmetry exploiting the ones of ∇ lnπ as the
pairwise mirror symmetry or translational invariance
in particle systems. In particular, it is the existence
and exploitation of such underlying symmetry which
has allowed to design deterministic Markov kernels of
the type δ(Fx(v) − v′)dv′, in comparison to the direct
kernels previously discussed.

Further generalizations. The derived necessary flow
symmetry (12) can actually be alleviated when consider-
ing more general processes. From a general perspective,
it is most of the times not possible to obtain without re-
jections direct samples from π, except up to some known
symmetries of π as for instance done in overrelaxation
moves in spin systems. Therefore, focus has been on de-
veloping Markov kernel Q only updating the lifting vari-
able v. We here consider more general kernels potentially
proposing also updates of the physical x variable.
First, the invariance condition then yields, in the bulk,

(
〈φx(v),∇ ln π(x)〉+ λ(x,v)

)
µ(v)π(x)

=

∫

Ω×V
λ(x′,v′)Q((x′,v′), (x,v))dπ(x′)dµ(v′),

(27)

and at the boundary,

〈φx(v), n(x)〉−µ(v)π(x)

=

∫

∂Ω×V
Qb((x

′,v′), (x,v))〈φx(v
′), n(x′)〉+dπ(x

′)dµ(v′).

(28)
So that the conservation of the probability flows actually
require, by integrating over (x,v) either in (27) or (28),

∫

∂Ω×V
〈φx(v), n(x)〉dπ(x)dµ(v) = 0. (29)

This condition is a global one, compared to the local (12),
and is non-restrictive in the case where ∂Ω = ∅ or when π
already admits some symmetry leading to, for any e ∈ S,

∫

∂Ω

〈e, n(x)〉dπ(x) = 0,

as is the case of the particle systems presented in the pre-
vious section, which presents the pairwise mirror sym-
metry (∇xi

r(xi,xj) = −∇xj
r(xi,xj)). Otherwise, the

conservation condition imposes on the choice of the flow
φ and distribution µ a global symmetry of the exit
(〈π(x)µ(v)φx(v), n(x)〉+) and entering probability flow
(〈π(x)µ(v)φx(v), n(x)〉−) along the boundary. Com-
pared to reversible schemes, this condition also directly
stems from the non-reversible continuous-time ballistic
component of the process, which pushes it up to the
boundary ∂Ω.
Eventually, the conservation or equivalently symme-

try condition (29) could furthermore be suppressed if
the Markov kernel Q (resp. Qb) was even more general
and for instance allowed to propose jumps from the bulk
(resp. the boundary) to the boundary (resp. the bulk).

C. Translational ECMC for isotropic particle

systems

We now present commonly-used ECMC schemes in
particle systems, as illustrated in Fig. 1. They are
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characterized by:

Transport. The lifting variable v identifies with a tuple
(e, i) of a vector e in R

d and the label i ∈ J1, NK of the
updated sphere along said vector. Standard choices for
µ is a product measure µe ⊗ µn, with µe the uniform
distribution over [u1, ... ,ud] (moves along the canonical
basis of Rd, as done in [8, 9]) or over Sd−1 (e is some unit
vector, as done in [13, 14]) or a Normal distribution over
R

d (as used in [15]) and µn the uniform distribution over
J1, NK.
The deterministic flow φ identifies with the transla-

tional flow φT which updates (x,v) by a translation of
the i-th sphere along e, i.e.

φ(x, (e, i))=((0, ... , 0, e
︸︷︷︸

i−th

, 0, ... , 0), (0, 0)). (30)

The conservation condition (12) is met, in particular
thanks to the pairwise symmetry in the case of µe the
uniform distribution over the canonical basis.

Event rate. The rates are factorized along the pairwise
interactions, i.e.,

λ(x,v)Q((x,v), ·)=
∑

j 6=i

λij(x,v)Qj((x,v), ·), (31)

with,

λij(x, (e, i)) =
β
2 〈∇u(r(xi,xj)), e〉+

= β
2 |u

′(r(xi,xj))|〈nji, e〉+,
(32)

with the pairwise normalized gradient nij(x) =
2∇xi

r(xi,xj) = −nji(x). Such superposition allows
to treat every interaction independently. It can also
ease the sampling of the Poisson process, either by
inversion sampling [9] or by thinning [23], as mentioned
previously. The factorized flow conservation condition
(24) is also met, making it possible to consider a kernel
Q similar to (25).

Markov kernel. Thanks to the existence of a mapping
Fx as in (26) consisting in exchanging particle labels, it
is possible to design deterministic kernels for (Qj)1≤j≤N ,
as the straight QS or reflection kernel QR [8, 9],

{

QS
j ((x, (e, i)), (e

′, i′)) = 1{j}(i
′)1{e}(e

′)

QR
j ((x, (e, i)), (e

′, i′)) = 1{j}(i
′)1{Rx(e)}(e

′),
(33)

with Rx(e) = −e + 2〈nij(x), e〉nij(x). At an event in-
volving the moving sphere i and fixed one j, such kernels
updates the moving sphere from i to j, either by keeping
the same direction e or reflecting it.
Now, in the case of a rotationally-invariant µe(·), as the

uniform distribution over Sd−1 or some Normal distribu-
tion over R

d, the direct kernel variant (25) is actually

explicit [14]. By expressing e in spherical coordinates
with nij(x) as a polar axis (〈nij(x), e〉 = r cos θ1),

µe(de) ∝ rd−1µe,r(dr) sin
d−2(θ1)... sin(θd−2)dθ1... dθd−1,

it yields the following event distribution,

∫

1A(e)〈e,nji〉+µe(de) ∝

∫ 1

0

bd−2db

∫

R+

rd−1µe,r(dr)

1A((r
√

1− b2nij(x)+rb
e−〈nij(x),e〉nji(x)
||e−〈nij(x),e〉|| , i)).

Thus, in the case of the uniform distribution over the
hypersphere, a pair (e, i) where e is uniformly oriented
in the hyperplane Span{nij(x)}

⊥ and admits arcsin(b)
as a polar angle to nji(x), follows the event distribution.
In the case of a Gaussian distribution, 〈e,nji(x)〉 should
follow a χ-2 law and the other components of e the usual
Gaussian one.

In the following, we will consider the uniform distri-
bution over Sd−1 and the corresponding following direct
kernel, sampling from the event distribution combined
with the label flip,

QDir
j ((x, (e, i)), A) =

∫ 1

0

bd−2db

×1A
((√

1− b2nji(x) + b
e−〈nij(x),e〉nij(x)
||e−〈nij(x),e〉|| , j

))

,

(34)

which transfers the ballistic move from the sphere i to
the j-th one, keeps the same direction in the hyperplane
orthogonal to nij(x) but, compared to the deterministic
kernels, update the polar angle directly from its steady-
state distribution, via a sampling of b ∈ [0, 1], typically
by inversion sampling, as,

b = ν1/(d−1), with ν ∼ Unif(0, 1).

Finally, out of completeness, in the case of the uniform
distribution over the canonical basis, a direct sampling is
enforced by,

QCan
j ((x, (e, i)),de′)=1{uk}k

(e′)

×
〈nji(x), e

′〉+
∑d

k=1 |〈nij(x),uk〉|
de′,

(35)

which can be sampled by inversion sampling.

Boundary kernel. A boundary kernel Qb is necessary
to take into account the hardcore interactions. As
detailed in [20] for particle system and more generally
in the previous subsection, the boundary kernel can
be chosen to identify with Q. Simply put, hardcore
interactions can be understood as soft ones but with
diverging λij → ∞.
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IV. GENERALIZED FLOW IN ECMC

A. Necessary and sufficient symmetries for

invariance

Since its first developments, the translational flow
φT has always been the one implemented in ECMC
sampling. However, the PDMP formalism allows for

more general flow: if the ODE d(xt,vt)
dt = φ((xt,vt))

with differentiable drift φ defines a càdlàg (in time)
(φt)t≥0 deterministic flow satisfying the semigroup
property (φt+s = φt ◦ φs), then the drift part of the
generator (8) is well defined. It may however impact
the conservation condition and the balance required for
invariance between the transport and event/boundary
contributions.

Invariance. Indeed, in the general case, the integra-
tion by part on the transport formally generates addi-
tional terms as the divergence term ∇ · φ and derivative
〈φ,∇µ(v)〉, see for example [16] and as we derive and ex-
tend the invariance condition to constrained domain as
imposed by hardcore interactions below. In the following,
with a slight abuse of notation when denoting ∇vf(x,v),
the gradient operator concerns only the continuous part
of v, which is the only part of the lifted variable that
could be subject to the flow φ(x,v), However the flow φ
may depend both on the continuous and discrete parts
of the lifting variable v, e.g. when v denotes the velocity
and label of the active particle. By integration by parts,
∫

Ω×V
〈φ(x,v),∇f(x,v)〉dπ(x)dµ(v)=

∫

∂(Ω×V)

dπ(x)dµ(v)f(x,v)〈n(x,v),φ(x,v)〉

−

∫

Ω×V
dπ(x)dµ(v)f(x,v)

[

〈∇,φ(x,v)〉

+〈φ(x,v),∇ ln(π(x)µ(v))〉
]

.

(36)

As φ(x,v) = (φx(x,v),φv(x,v)) , it leads to the invari-
ance conditions, for (x,v) ∈ Ω× V ,
(

〈∇x,φx(x,v)〉+〈∇v,φv(x,v)〉

+〈φx(x,v),∇ lnπ(x)〉+〈φv(x,v),∇ lnµ(v)〉

+λ̃(x,v)
)

µ(v) =

∫

Ω×V
λ̃(x,v′)Q̃((x,v′),v)dµ(v′)

(37)

and, for (x,v) ∈ ∂(Ω× V),

〈n(x,v),φ(x,v)〉−µ(v)=
∫

∂(Ω×V)

Q̃b((x,v
′),v)〈n(x,v′),φ(x,v′)〉+dµ(v

′),

(38)
Necessary symmetries. Thus, considering a more gen-
eral flow φ than the translation φT a priori imposes dif-
ferent necessary conditions as the ones derived in Sec. III,

a priori leading to different rates λ̃ and event kernel Q̃
from the ones derived in Section III B, in order to main-
tain the correct target distribution π ⊗ µ invariant. The
condition on the boundary (38) is however not impacted,

e.g. the boundary kernel Q̃b obey the condition (11) but
for a generalized flow and can be set to a valid choice Q
from the translational case.
First, looking at the conservation condition as obtained

in (12), it is now updated to,







∫

V

(

〈∇,φ(x,v)〉 + 〈φx(x,v),∇ lnπ(x)〉

+〈φv(x,v),∇ lnµ(v)〉
)

dµ(v) = 0
∫

V〈φ(x,v), n(x,v)〉dµ(v) = 0

, (39)

and the positivity condition imposing the minimal value
of the rates λ̃, as obtained in (14), is now updated to,

λ̃M (x,v)=
[

〈φx(v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉−〈∇,φ(x,v)〉

+〈φv(x,v),−∇ lnµ(v)〉
]

+
.

(40)

As for the translational case, the necessary conditions
are imposing the same structure for the choice of rates
λ̃ and kernel Q̃, as detailed in (18), (19) and (20) but
updated to the minimal-rate condition (40). As done for
the translational case, we now discuss more restrictive
but explicit classes of valid flows, which obey some
further symmetries than the necessary ones.

Ideal flows. Interestingly, it is possible to decrease the
event rate minimal value to 0, i.e. to design a flow such
that no events are needed to target the correct invariance
distribution. A null minimal rate is equivalent to,

〈∇,φ(x,v)〉≥

〈φx(v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉 + 〈φv(x,v),−∇ lnµ(v)〉.

Once combined with the conservation condition (39), the
inequality is necessarily tight, so that,

〈∇,φ(x,v)〉=

〈φx(v),−∇ ln π(x)〉+ 〈φv(x,v),−∇ lnµ(v)〉,
(41)

which can be summarized as,

〈∇,φ〉=〈∇H,φ〉. (42)

with H(x,v) = −(lnπ(x) + lnµ(v)), the Hamiltonian
of the extended system. It is analogous to a continuity
equation and the incompressibility nature of the proba-
bility current e−Hφ, leaving the Boltzmann distribution
stationary. Any ideal flow then presents a compensa-
tion between an increase/decrease of the energy of the
extended state along ∇H and an expansion/compression
of the infinitesimal volume element, in order to preserve
the total probability to be in this volume element.
A particular case then is the one of ideal solenoidal

flows which are volume-preserving on top of being
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probability-preserving. They then obey the following
condition,

〈∇,φ〉=0=〈∇H,φ〉. (43)

Naturally, setting φ as the Hamiltonian flow φH =
(∇vH,−∇xH) appears as a sufficient choice to ensure
the correct Boltzmann invariant distribution with a null
event rate, but its implementation is not tractable in al-
most all cases of interest. More generally, Hamiltonian
flows belong to a larger class of solenoidal flows, which
can be characterized as,

φ(x,v) = A∇H, (44)

with A some skew-symmetric matrix.

Uniform-ideal flows. In the case of a non-ideal flow,
sampling the Poisson process with minimal event rate
(40) may imply more involved computations than in the
translational case (14). Computations may be eased by
considering different degree of superposition, e.g.,

(a) 〈∇(ln(π(x)µ(v)) +∇,−φ(x,v)〉+

(b) 〈∇(ln(π(x)µ(v)),−φ(x,v)〉++〈∇,−φ(x,v)〉+

(c) 〈∇ ln π(x),−φ(x,v)〉++〈∇ lnµ(v),−φ(x,v)〉+

+〈∇,−φ(x,v)〉+

(d) . . . ,

(45)
and implementing a thinning procedure on the different
terms.
While these different factorization schemes (45) may

indeed ease the numerical implementations, it may be
more advantageous to introduce a generalized flow to de-
crease the averaged number of events, down to the ideal
case. However, any flow choice involving a precise knowl-
edge of ∇ lnπ will likely be intractable, except in some
particular simple cases. Then, a trade-off lies in designing
flows which do not increase the event rate past its physi-
cal component (14), which is null for instance in presence
of only hardcore interactions. We then call such flows
uniform-ideal and they must obey the following condi-
tion for any (x,v),

〈∇,φ(x,v)〉+ 〈∇v lnµ(v),φv(x,v)〉 = 0. (46)

It indeed identifies with the condition (41) for uniform
π as in hardcore models, making such flow ideal in this
case. Any ECMC with such generalized flow then comes
down to the well known case of translational flow, as the
conditions of flow conservation (39) and minimal event
rate (40) now identify with the translational ones, re-
spectively (12) and (14), so that one can respectively set

λ̃ and Q̃ to λ and Q as obtained in the translational case.
Similarly to the ideal case, solenoidal flows as,

φ(x,v) = A(∇xf(x),∇v lnµ(v)), (47)

with A some skew-symmetric matrix and f : S → S
some function obeys (46). It identifies with a rotation
in the case of µ Gaussian and f(x) = x2. In the case
of a uniform distribution µ, any solenoidal flow is valid,
which includes rotational flows.

Hybrid flows. The PDMP framework allows for a great
flexibility. Thus, a direct generalization consists in im-
plementing sequentially different flows, as a translational
flow and a rotational one, at the price of an additional
lifting variable indicating the considered flow (and corre-

sponding event rate λ̃ and Markov kernel Q̃ if necessary).
This lifting variable, and hence the implemented flow,
can then be resampled at the events or refreshments.

V. ECMC WITH ROTATIONAL FLOW

As rotational flows constitute a large class of valid
uniform-ideal flows, we describe in the following their
implementations in hard-sphere and hard-dimer systems.
The generalization to soft interactions is straightforward,
as rotational flows, being uniform-ideal, can directly be
implemented in the presence of interactions or an ex-
ternal potential by replacing the null event rate λ to
〈φ(x,v),−∇ lnπ(x)〉+.

A. Isotropic particle systems: Sphere systems

Instead of the translational flow as described in Sec-
tion III C parameterized by a lifting variable of the form
(e, i) ∈ S

1 × {1, ... , N}, we now consider rotational ones,
parameterized by the lifting variable v = (e, l, i) ∈
S
1 × R × {1, ... , N}. As for translations, e corresponds

to the infinitesimal update applied to xi but which adds
up to a rotation around a center located at a distance |l|
from xi. As rotational flows are uniform-ideal, we can
use the choice for λ and Qb described in Section III C.
Therefore we set,







φx(v) = (0, . . . , e
︸︷︷︸

i-th

, . . . , 0)

φv(x,v) = (1lAe, 0, 0)

λ(x, θ,v) = 0

µ(e, l, i) = 1
2π1S

1(e)ν(l) 1
N 1{1,...,N}(i)

, (48)

with the infinitesimal rotation matrix A =
(
0 −1
1 0

)

.

Such flow is indeed uniform-ideal, as 〈∇,φ〉 = 0. It is
noteworthy that there is no constraint on the distribution
of the auxiliary variable l, setting the distance between
the rotation center and xi but also the anticlockwise or
clockwise nature of the rotation. Thus, one can set ν(l)
so that the generated rotations are always clockwise and
at a fixed distance |l| or so that ν(l) is some Gaussian dis-
tribution. Such flexibility offers then many possibilities
to optimize the flow to a given problem.
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Regarding the kernel Qb, as was previously mentioned,
it can be set to a deterministic kernel (33) or to the direct
one (34). As the flow φx is directly parameterized in
terms of an infinitesimal vector e, the implementation is
straightforward as it comes down to resampling e. Here
again the choice of l does not have an impact.
Finally, we study the numerical performances of im-

plementing non-reversible rotations in sphere systems in
Section VIA.

B. Anisotropic particle systems: Dimer systems

The hard-dimer system, modeled closely after hard
spheres, provides a simple setting to study the rich be-
havior and the phase transitions of anisotropic particles
[24, 25]. Such particles then require some degree of
rotation and we now devise a ECMC schemes generating
them in a completely non-reversible manner.

Dimer configurations. We now consider a system of
N hardcore dimers of radius σ in a periodic L-box. Their
configurations are described by the following state vari-
able, (x, θ) ∈ (R/(LZ))2N × (R/(πZ))N , where x is the
sequence of dimer centers and θ the one of angles. We
furthermore introduce the following notations for the po-
sition of the two monomers constituting one dimer,

x+
i = xi + σδ‖(θi),x

−
i = xi − σδ‖(θi).

with δ‖(θ) = (cos(θ), sin(θ)) ∈ S
1 for θ ∈ [0, π]. The valid

configurations forming up the set Ω satisfy the following
constraint for every pair of dimers,

d
(
x±
i ,x

±
j

)
> dpair = 2σ, (49)

Now, similarly to the sphere case, in order to devise
an ECMC sampling, we first extend the configurations
to (x, θ,v) with v = (e+, l⊥, i) ∈ S

1 × R × {1, . . . , N}
where i is the label of the updated dimer, e+ the update
vector of the +-monomer and l⊥ is the variable setting,
respectively to e+ and x+

i ,x
−
i , the update vector e− of

the −-monomer, so that (49) is obeyed, i.e.,

e− = e+ + l⊥δ⊥(θi), with δ⊥(θ) = (− sin θ, cos θ). (50)

It is naturally possible to devise a scheme directly at
the dimer level, updating xi and θi. However, introduc-
ing the infinitesimal update of each monomer allows to
address the dimer constraint more easily and to later di-
rectly use the kernels devised in the translational case in
Section III C. Furthermore, contrary to sphere systems,
the dimer constraint imposes a correlated update of each
of its monomer and it leads to requirements on the choice
of l⊥. For instance, setting l⊥ to some non-zero fixed
value cannot give a valid scheme, as each dimer can only
rotate in a single manner, as enforced by (50), and flows
are not conserved and (39) not satisfied, as there is no
label flip symmetry. The scheme could be correct at the

cost of introducing both clockwise and anticlockwise ro-
tations and proposing, at collision, to backtrack the rota-
tion of the updated dimer. Therefore we now derive the
required distribution of l in order to ensure a completely
non-reversible process.

As it is necessary for ergodicity to rotate the dimers,
the monomer update vectors e+ and e− should cover the
whole hypersphere S

1 and therefore we choose for e+,
and by symmetry for e−, the uniform distribution on S1,
another possible choice being a Gaussian distribution for
instance. Doing so, it constrains the possible choice of l⊥
to 0 (i.e. translation) or to a fixed value depending on
θi, which we obtain, parameterizing for the i-th dimer,

e+ = (cos(θi + α), sin(θi + α)), α ∈ [0, 2π], (51)

as,

e− = (cos(θi − α), sin(θi − α)), l⊥ = 2 sinα. (52)

Thus, any normed choice (e+, e−) corresponds to a
rotation of the dimer around a center placed on the
dimer bisector, hence the derivation of what we call
bisector rotational flow, as now detailed and illustrated
on Fig. 1.

Bisector rotational flow. Out of simplicity, we now
set v = (α, i) ∈ [0, 2π] × {1, . . . , N}, so that the ECMC
sampling by bisector rotational flow is completely char-
acterized by,







φx(θ,v) = (0, . . . , cosαδ‖(θi)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i-th

, . . . , 0)

φθ(v)=(0, . . . , sinα/σ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i-th

, . . . , 0)

φv(x,v) = 0

λ(x, θ,v) = 0

µ(α, i) = 1
2π1[0,2π](α)

1
N 1{1,...,N}(i)

, (53)

and any choice of Qb corresponding to a valid one for
sphere systems, up to the mapping of α to e+ in (51) or
e− in (52), depending on which monomer is involved in
a collision, and then mapping back from the resampled
e′± to α′.

From an algorithmic point of view and collision com-
putations, it may however be easier to work with a
parametrization directly based on the rotation center.
We then set v = (l, γ, i) ∈ R×{−1, 1}×{1, . . . , N} to fix
the rotation center (xi + lδ⊥(θi)) and sign (γ = +1,−1
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for respectively anticlockwise, clockwise), so that,







φx(θ,v) = (0, . . . , γl√
l2+σ2

δ‖(θi)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i-th

, . . . , 0)

φθ(v)=(0, . . . , γ√
l2+σ2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

i-th

, . . . , 0)

φv(x,v) = 0

λ(x, θ,v) = 0

µ(l, γ, i) = 1
π

σ
l2+σ2

1
21{−1,1}(γ)

1
N 1{1,...,N}(i)

, (54)

leading to the following mapping to e± for the i-th dimer,







e+ = γ√
l2+σ2

(lδ‖(θi) + σδ⊥(θi))

e− = γ√
l2+σ2

(lδ‖(θi)− σδ⊥(θi))
, (55)

which can be used to implement Qb, as previously men-
tioned. For both parametrization, checking that the flow
is uniform-ideal (〈∇,φ〉 = 0) is straightforward.
As can be seen from (54), the correct distribution of

rotation center is not trivial and especially not uniform in
space. Indeed, the distance l between the dimer and ro-
tation centers actually follows a Cauchy distribution, so
that high values for l are not rare and should be treated
numerically with care. In particular, the situation l = 0
correspond to self-rotations, while the value l → ±∞
codes for translations. Thus all possible single-dimer ro-
tations with normed monomer velocities can indeed be
generated.
We study the numerical performances of implementing

non-reversible rotations in dimer systems in Section VIB.

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Rotational flows in hard-sphere systems

We first study rotational flows for isotropic hard
spheres, as presented in Section IV. We consider a sys-
tem of N spheres of radius σ in a periodic box of size L
at the vicinity of the liquid-hexatic phase transition [26],
setting ρ = Nπσ2/L2 = 0.708. In order to estimate the
relaxation time, we consider the decorrelation of the a
priori slowest observable, here being Ψ6 the global orien-
tational parameter [27]. It is defined as the average over
each sphere j of the average of the angles of the bonds
φjk with its nj nearest neighboring particles, i.e.,

Ψ6 =
1

N

N∑

j=1

1

nj

nj∑

k=1

exp(6iφjk). (56)

We compare two translational schemes, respectively
along +x, y with a straight kernel (StraightTXY) and
along all directions in S

1 with a direct kernel (DirectT),
and two rotational schemes generating all clockwise rota-
tions of radius ℓ = 4σ, respectively with a straight kernel

(StraightR) and a direct one (DirectR). At fixed-time
refreshments, all of the lifting variables are drawn again
according to their invariant measure. As all schemes have
constant velocity, it corresponds to a fixed refreshment
distance dref .
First, it clearly appears on Fig. 2 that the Straight-

TXY scheme requires some fine-tuning in order to set
dref to an optimal value, as already observed [8, 18]. On
the contrary, all other schemes (DirectT, StraightR, and
DirectR) show better decorrelation performance, as the
refreshment time increases. This is a particularly inter-
esting behavior for the StraightR scheme, as it becomes a
purely deterministic process as dref → ∞ but apparently
still yields an ergodic and efficient scheme. Then, while
the impact of the refreshment time greatly depends on
the considered scheme, the scaling of the integrated au-
tocorrelation time of Ψ6 with the number of particles N
appears similar for all four schemes, as shown in Fig. 3.
Finally, regarding the schemes generating rotational

flows, we found that no gain in performance was achieved
by introducing switches at events between clockwise and
anti-clockwise rotations. Also, the choice of the rota-
tion radius ℓ appears not critical, as can be seen on
Fig. 4, where only the StraightR scheme shows some ℓ-
dependence and a slightly better performance than all
the other fine-tuned schemes for ℓ ∼ L.

B. Bisector rotational flows in hard-dimer systems

We now study the efficiency of rotational flows in the
anisotropic case of the hard-dimer system, as described
in section VB. The system consists in N = 32 dimers of
monomer radius σ in a periodic box of size L. Building
on the Monte Carlo simulations of [24] and molecular
dynamics simulations of [25], simulations are performed
at densities ρ = 2Nπσ2/L2 = 0.5 and ρ = 0.7, the latter
being slightly under the observed phase transition. As
commonly studied in isotropic-nematic transition [28], we
now consider the relaxation of S2, the scalar parameter
for the two-dimensional nematic order,

S2 =
1

N

N∑

j=1

(
2 cos2(θj − θ̄)− 1

)
∈ [0, 1], (57)

where θ̄ is the angle of the director, defined modulo
π. This observable has an intrinsic dimer-flip symme-
try θj 7→ θj + π. Other observables, with or without the
dimer-flip symmetry, can be constructed with the θj ’s.
They are presented in Appendix A and show a consistent
behavior. In [25], the Ψ6 of the equivalent sphere con-
figuration is investigated, but we found that the global
order of the θi’s shows longer correlation times at the
considered densities.
We consider two different algorithms: The Rbisector

scheme with a bisector rotational flow, as introduced
in Sec. VB, and the Hybrid one with a flow switch-
ing at event between translational and bisector rota-
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tional flows. Both are studied combined either with the
straight and direct kernels. We compare them to the
ECMC+Met algorithm introduced in [19] consisting in a
ECMC scheme combined with Metropolis rotation pro-
posals. In more details, the ECMC flow consists in trans-
lational moves, with all directions allowed. At each re-
freshment, a random number n of dimer rotations are also
proposed. Their number n follows a geometric distribu-
tion of parameter pchain and the proposed rotation angle
increments are uniformly picked over [−∆,∆], ∆ being
tuned at ∆ = π for ρ = 0.5 and ∆ = 0.4 for ρ = 0.7.
Following [19], pchain is taken so that on average there
is as many ECMC events as there are Metropolis pro-
posals and both kind counts as one event computation.
In addition to the straight kernel used in [19], we also
simulate the ECMC+Met scheme with a direct kernel.
At fixed-time refreshments, all lifting variables are fully
drawn again according to their invariant measure. As all
schemes have constant velocity, it corresponds to a fixed
refreshment distance dref .

As shown in Fig. 5, the autocorrelation function for
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S2 appears close to an exponential decay, and in particu-
lar does not exhibit different time scales. Therefore, the
integrated autocorrelation time is a well-suited measure
of the decorrelation and is displayed in Fig. 6. For the
dilute case ρ = 0.5, the ECMC+Met scheme shows an
optimal value at finite dref whereas the Rbisector and Hy-
brid schemes reach an optimum for vanishing refreshment
dref → ∞. The direct schemes outperform their straight
counterparts and the fastest decorrelation is achieved
with the Rbisector algorithm (speed-up of ∼ 3.0 com-
pared to ECMC+Met, the Hybrid achieves a speed-up
of ∼ 2.1). Similarly to the rotations in sphere systems,
the Rbisector and Hybrid schemes with straight kernel
turn into purely deterministic processes as dref → ∞. At
the denser density of ρ = 0.7, similar observations can
be drawn, regarding the direct versions of the algorithms
better performing and the dref -tuning requirement only
for the ECMC+Met algorithms. However, the Rbisec-
tor scheme now performs worse than the ECMC+Met
scheme (speed-up of ∼ 0.74)) and the Hybrid algorithm
shows the fastest decay (speed-up of ∼ 2.6). Such behav-
ior could be explained from the observed collision loops
in this denser regime, where a rotating dimer i will col-
lide with another dimer j, which will collide in turn with
i and so on. There, introducing a flow switch between ro-
tations and translations seems to control the appearance
of such loops.

VII. CONCLUSION

Since the introduction of the ECMC method, impor-
tant algorithmic and analytical efforts have been made
towards the generalization of such schemes to any sys-
tems. Drawing on that line, the PDMP characterization
of ECMC schemes allows us to derive the necessary fun-
damental symmetries of the flow conservation and mini-
mum event rate, as required for invariance of the correct
distribution π. It then makes clearly appear the more
restrictive but sufficient symmetries most commonly im-

posed in order to derive explicit schemes. From there,
the introduction of generalized flow is carried on in the
same manner, by a careful characterization of necessary
and sufficient symmetries. In particular, we define two
classes of flows of interest: the ideal one, where events are
suppressed, and the uniform-ideal ones, for which one can
use the valid choices of rates and kernels, as developed
and known for the usual translational flow.

In particular, the uniform-ideal class includes rota-
tional flows and we devise ECMC schemes generat-
ing completely non-reversible rotations in bidimensional
hard-sphere and hard-dimer systems. While the rota-
tions can be simulated in many different ways in hard
spheres, the contact constraint of the two monomers of
each single dimer imposed strict requirements on the pos-
sible rotations, which reduce to the single bisector rota-
tional flow in the case of normed monomer velocities. Im-
portantly, the numerical simulations indicate, at least for
meaningful observables and high densities, that for rota-
tional flows the refreshment mechanism does not require
some crucial fine tuning and may actually not be nec-
essary for ergodicity, even for schemes then completely
deterministic. This is reminiscent of numerical observa-
tions of similar behavior for translational ECMC with a
reflection kernel in hard-sphere systems [8]. Proving such
property constitutes a major mathematics challenge, as
the question of proving ergodicity of ECMC schemes with
refreshment for hard-particle systems is already not triv-
ial [20] and an ergodicity proof with no refreshment, but
with some conditions on the potential, is only known for
the so-called Zig-Zag process [29]. In lack of such proof,
a refreshment distance much larger than L could however
be chosen.

Such possibility of achieving ergodicity without any re-
freshment would indicate how the chaotic nature of the
considered system itself can be harnessed into produc-
ing efficient and robust non-reversible schemes. Thus,
comparing the performances observed for the hard-sphere
system and hard-dimer one, the latter presenting an ad-
ditional nematic order, we already can observe how the
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intrinsic stochastic nature of the system impacts the op-
timization of the algorithm scheme, as it appears that
hard-sphere system, apart from the robustness to the re-
freshment fine tuning, does not particularly benefit from
more involved schemes here close to the transition point.
However, one can note that the StraightR scheme at
ℓ ≃ L is better performing, while actually generating
some very gradual sequential update of the direction.
This behavior is reminiscent of sequential translational
straight schemes where the direction is incremented by a
fixed value at refreshments, for example in tethered dimer
systems [18, 30]. On the other hand, in the hard-dimer
case, speed up are observed, even for the small considered
system size and at the dilute and denser densities. Inter-
estingly, at the denser density, the Hybrid scheme allows
to control the collision loops, which arises from the strong
orientational correlation and may slow down the process
when considering only bisector rotations. Thus, it ap-
pears that developing efficient non-reversible algorithms
require a fine understanding of the correlations present
in the system. An interesting prospect is to consider the
implementations of rotational flows to other anisotropic-
particle systems and to study the constraint on such flows
as imposed by the particle shape itself and the impact of
such anisotropy and the consequential correlations on the
algorithm efficiency.
Finally, further work should also deal with the efficient

numerical implementation of rotational flows, with in ad-
dition soft interactions. The challenge here lies in the
simulations of the event times, which should computa-
tionally benefit from a thinning procedure. More gener-
ally, the question of the parallelization of such rotational
flows in an efficient manner is an important one as to the

applications of such methods to large-scale simulations
of molecular systems, all the more as recent parallelizing
efforts have been made concerning the standard transla-
tional ECMC [31]. The parallelization of rotational flows
could also allow to study the scaling and evolution of the
observed speed-up in hard-dimer for large system sizes,
as well as characterize more precisely their critical be-
havior.
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Supplementary Materials

Necessary and sufficient symmetries in Event-Chain Monte Carlo

with generalized flows and Application to hard dimers

Appendix A: Additional dimer observables

The dimer angles θj can be seen twofold, either with π- or 2π-periodicity. If opposite directions can be discriminated,
the global orientational order is encoded in the average of the directions δ‖(θj) = (cos θj , sin θj) of all dimers, namely
the polarization,

p =
1

N

N∑

j=1

δ‖(θj). (A1)

If the system has an intrinsic dimer-flip symmetry θj 7→ θj +π, the relevant observable stems from the study of the
isotropic-nematic phase transition [28] in three dimensions. The general matrix order parameter of such a transition
is reduced in dimension 2 to a complex number,

z2 =
1

N

N∑

j=1

exp(2iθj) = S2 exp(2iθ̄), (A2)

where θ̄ is the angle of the director, defined modulo π, and S2 is the scalar parameter for the two-dimensional nematic
order,

S2 =
1

N

N∑

j=1

(
2 cos2(θj − θ̄)− 1

)
∈ [0, 1]. (A3)

In the following, z2 is called the nematic vector. Its expression is reminiscent of the Ψ6 for hard spheres and plays
the role of averaging in a π-periodic setting. The square box imposes the ensemble averages 〈z2〉 = 0 and 〈p〉 = 0,
which give a rudimentary check for ergodicity, respectively with and without dimer-flip symmetry.
Experiments (Fig. 7,8) show the polarization is slower than the nematic vector, but the need to flip all dimers is

an artificial constrain in the case where opposite directions are equivalent. The scalar S2 decorrelates faster than z2
but the behavior of the algorithms is the same for all observables.
At low density, the ECMC+Met scheme has an artificial speed-up on the decorrelation of p because the proposals

are uniform on all angles and the θj → θj + π transform is always accepted.
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FIG. 7. Nematic vector z2 (left) and polarization p (right) integrated autocorrelation time as a function of the refreshment
distance dref , for N = 32 hard dimers at density ρ = 0.5. One sweep corresponds to N event computations and L is the size of
the system.
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